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Preimage Problems

Given a particular dynamical system (Reaction system)
and a state T of it:

É What is a minimal preimage?

É What is the size of a minimal preimage?

É How many minimal preimages are there?
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Reaction Systems
Definition



Reactions
Definition

 = (R, , P)

É R: a set of reactants
É : a set of inhibitors
É P: a set of products

If there are all reactants and no inhibitors
then all products are generated
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Reaction Systems
Definition

A = (S,A)

É S: a finite set of entities
É A: a finite set of reactions
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Reaction Systems
Next state function

É Let T be a subset of S

É For every reaction  = (R, , P) ∈ A
É res(T) = P if  is enabled in T
É res(T) = ∅ otherwise

É resA(T) =
⋃

∈A res(T) Next state function
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Reaction Systems
An example

Entities
{, b, c}

Reactions
r1 = ({},{b, c},{})
r2 = ({},{b},{c})

{}

r1 and r2 are enabled

{, c}

Only r2 is enabled

{c}

no reaction is enabled

∅
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Complexity classes for function problems
“Approximate” definitions

É FP: “P for function problems”

É FPNP: FP with a NP oracle

É FPNP[ logn] : FP with a NP oracle
but only O(logn) queries

É FPNP‖ : FP with a NP oracle
but all the queries are performed in parallel.

FP ⊆ FPNP[ logn] ⊆ FPNP‖ ⊆ FPNP
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Complexity classes for function problems
“Approximate” definitions

É #P: “count the number of accepting computation of
a NDTM working in polynomial time”

É #PNP: #P with a NP oracle

É FPSPACE(poy): “a TM with polynomial space and
polynomial output”

É FPSPACE(og): “a TM with polynomial space and
logarithmic output”
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Metric Reductions

ƒ is metric reducible to g

h1 g h2 ƒ ()

where h1, h2 ∈ FP.
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Preimage
Problems



Equivalency with Unary TSP

Unary TSP: like TSP but with weights expressed in unary.

Objective
Given a unary TSP instance build an RS such that

É All preimages of {♡} encodes a valid tour.

É The size of the preimages of {♡} is a n + 1 plus the
weight of the encoded tours.
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Encoding a tour

A B

D C

2

1

1

3

2

1

1 3 1 2

3
3

The tour we want to encode: (A,D), (D,C), (C,B), (B,A)
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Encoding a tour

É ♡ (needed for technical reasons)

É The edges: (A,D)0, (D,C)1, (C,B)2, (B,A)3
É The weights:

É for (A,D): ♢(A,D),1
É for (D,C): ♢(D,C),1
É for (C,B): ♢(C,B),1, ♢(C,B),2
É for (B,A): ♢(B,A),1

Total weight 1 + 4 + 5 (n + 1 plus the weight of the tour)
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Properties to check (1)

We produce an error (the symbol ♠) if:

The state contains two distinct elements denoting edges
occurring as the t-th edge of the candidate cycle.

({(1, 1)t, (2, 2)t,♡},{♠},{♠})

if (1, 1) 6= (2, 2) and for all t ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}.
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Properties to check (2)

We produce an error (the symbol ♠) if:

One of the vertices of the candidate cycle has outdegree
greater than 1.

�

{(,1)t1 , (,2)t2 ,♡},{♠},{♠}
�

for all 1 6= 2 or t1 6= t2.
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Properties to check (4)
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Two consecutive edges do not share an endpoint.
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Properties to check (5)

We produce an error (the symbol ♠) if:

No edge is the t-th edge of the candidate cycle, for some
0 ≤ t ≤ n.

({♡},{{(,)t | , ∈ V},♠},{♠})
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Properties to check (6)

We produce an error (the symbol ♠) if:

An edge does not have the correct weight.

�

{(,)t,♡},{♢(,),,♠},{♠}
�

for all 1 ≤  ≤(,)
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Properties to check (7)

We produce an error (the symbol ♠) if:

There are weight symbols without the corresponding edge.
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Finishing up the RS

We only need one last reaction:

({♡},{♠},{♡})

All those reactions assure us that the preimages of {♡} are
all and only the valid encoding of unary TSP tours.
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Preimage Problems: Results

É Finding a minimal preimage is in FPNP and FPNP‖ -hard.

É Finding the size the minimal preimages is
FPNP[ logn]-complete.

É Counting the number of minimal preimages is in #PNP
and #P-hard.
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Ancestor
Problems



Simulating a TM with RS

q

a abb a a $b

Tape: 1, b2, b3, 4, 5, 6, b7,$8
State and TM head: q3
The reactions needed for the simulation are simple.
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Minimality of initial configurations

We need to recognize initial configurations using its
cardinality:

Idea:
initial configurations do not need to encode:
É the initial state;
É the position of the tape head.

We can reduce the cardinality of initial configurations by
one.
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Ancestor Problems: Results

É Finding a minimal ancestor is in
FPSPACE(poy)-complete.

É Finding the size the minimal preimages is
FPSPACE(og)-complete.

É Counting the number of minimal preimages is
FPSPACE(poy)-complete.
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Future work
Gardens of Eden, ancestors, and descendants

What is the difficulty to find

É A garden of Eden?

É The number of gardens of Eden?

É The number of ancestors? no minimality

É The number dof escendants? no minimality

30



?
Questions


